The MENX syndrome and p27: relationships with multiple endocrine neoplasia.
In the past 3 years new insight into the etiopathogenesis of hereditary endocrine tumors has emerged from studies conducted on MENX, a rat multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) syndrome. MENX spontaneously developed in a rat colony and was discovered by serendipity when these animals underwent complete necropsy, as they were found to consistently develop multiple endocrine tumors with a spectrum similar to both MEN type 1 (MEN1) and MEN2 human syndromes. Genetic studies identified a germline mutation in the Cdkn1b gene, encoding the p27 cell cycle inhibitor, as the causative mutation for the MENX syndrome. Capitalizing on these findings, we and others identified heterozygous germline mutations in the human homologue, CDKN1B, in patients with multiple endocrine tumors. As a consequence of these observations a novel human MEN syndrome, named MEN4, was recognized which is caused by mutations in p27. Altogether these studies identified Cdkn1b/CDKN1B as a novel tumor susceptibility gene for multiple endocrine tumors in both rats and humans. In this chapter we present the MENX syndrome and its phenotype, and we compare it to the human MEN syndromes; we discuss the current state of knowledge regarding the genes associated to inherited MEN, with a particular focus on CDKN1B; we present recent clinical and basic findings about the MEN4 syndrome and the functional characterization of the CDKN1B mutations identified. These findings are placed in the broader context of how p27 dysregulation might affect neuroendocrine cell function and trigger tumorigenesis.